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Figure 1. An example MiruSinger screen.
provement). Unlike previous systems, real-world music CD
recordings are used as referential data. The F0 of the vocalpart is estimated automatically from music CD recordings,
which can further be hand-corrected interactively using a
graphical interface on the MiruSinger screen. Using such
referential data and correction interface is far more friendly
and easy for the average user, disposing the need for separately preparing music score data. A snapshot of an example
MiruSinger session is shown in Figure 1.

1. Introduction
The aim of this study is to develop an interface for
improving singing skill. The criteria for judging singing
skills has been derived from the authors’ previous study
on singing evaluation by human subjects [1]. From both
the objective analysis of the results and introspective comments reported by the subjects, the features identified to be
significant for judging singing skills include: tonal stability
(pitch accuracy), rhythmical stability, pronunciation quality,
singing technique (in particular, the use of vibrato), vocal
expression and quality, and personal preference.
Previous systems that assist singing training have focused on visualizing the characteristics of singing voice in
real-time [2, 3]. The results of these works suggest that
real-time visualization of sung fundamental frequency (F0 )
shown in comparison with the referential pitch are useful
functions for improving pitch accuracy [2, 3]. In these
works, the referential pitch were synthesized sound, generated from music score data.
MiruSinger presented in this paper focuses on the visualization of two key features — F0 (for pitch accuracy improvement) and vibrato sections (for singing technique im-
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MiruSinger is a singing skill visualization interface that
analyzes and visualizes vocal singing in reference to the
vocal-part of music CD recordings. The system focuses on
visualizing the characteristics of singing skills with realtime feedback. Although there are previous systems for
singing training assistance that provide real-time visual
feedback of the singing voice, none had utilized real-world
(commercial) recordings as referential data. MiruSinger
has the capability of visualizing F0 (fundamental frequency) and vibrato sections of the user’s singing voice in
real-time, showing comparison with the estimated F0 trajectory of the vocal-part in music CD recordings. The extracted F0 trajectory can be hand-corrected to improve referential quality. A trial usage of the system shows that it
would be a useful tool for average users, and that the system itself is entertaining and fun for the users.

2. Overview of MiruSinger
MiruSinger operates in three modes – singing mode,
listening mode, and drawing mode, described in Sections
2.2–2.4. These operating modes are selected by clicking
the corresponding buttons in the lower right portion of the
MiruSinger screen (Fig.1: 
I ). The upper part of the screen
consists of the following two windows.
• “Score” window (
A ) shows a graphical score of the
vocal-part, sung by the user and/or extracted from CD
recordings. The horizontal axis shows the timeline,
with data moving from right to left as a real-time flow.
The vertical axis shows the estimated F0 frequency, in
a window range of four octaves. The vertical bar at
the center (
B ) is the “present time”, with the left half
showing past, and the right half, future events.
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• “Power” window (
C ) shows the input power level in
coordination with the score window. The colored indicator at the center of this window (
D ) corresponds to
the “present” power level.

the salient F0 candidates with gray dots. Only the vocal-part
F0 is shown in the V (Solo) mode. The auditory feedback of
A (Solo) or A (All) can be played for checking the results.
By using the slider (
H ), the user can display portions
of the data where the F0 estimation may be incorrect. An
irrelevant vocal-part F0 can be removed by drag-and-drop
using the right button of the mouse. The vocal-part F0 can
be changed to another candidate by drawing a rough trajectory using the drag operation (left button) of the mouse.
The system re-selects the most dominant F0 nearest to the
user’s drawing. The F0 trajectory sung by the user is shown
in blue dots, as further support for judging the correct trajectory of the referential data.

2.1. Analyzing music CD recordings
A music CD recording is analyzed by clicking the “Analyze” button (Fig.1: 
E ). The system estimates the relative
dominance of possible F0 candidates, and selects the most
dominant F0 in middle- and high-frequency regions as the
vocal-part. The vocal signal is resynthesized and recorded
from the estimated the F0 and its harmonic structure.
The obtained data is used for both auditory and visual
feedback. The auditory feedback is either the resynthesized
vocal signal or the original CD recording, and the visual
feedback is either the single F0 trajectory of the vocal-part,
or multiple trajectories of salient F0 candidates. The feedback mode is selected by checking one of the following.
A (Solo) auditory feedback of resynthesized vocal signal
A (All) auditory feedback of the original CD recording
V (Solo) visual feedback of the F0 of the vocal-part
V (All) visual feedback of the salient F0 candidates

3. Internal mechanism of MiruSinger
The implementation of MiruSinger requires the following three main functions: (1) The F0 estimation of the sung
input in real-time, (2) F0 extraction and estimation of the
vocal-part in CD recordings, and (3) detection of vibrato
sections in real-time.
Although the details cannot be described here, the basic
methods used for the above three functions are as follows.
(1) is realized by finding the most dominant harmonic structure of the sung input [4]. (2) uses PreFEst for estimating
the predominant F0 trajectory audio signals [5]. Experimental results with a set of ten music excerpts from CD
recordings showed that PreFEst was able to detect melody
lines with the accuracy of 88.4% [5]. (3) is realized by calculating vibrato likeliness using short-term Fourier transform (STFT) of the first order finite differential of F0 [6].

2.2. Singing mode
Recording starts by clicking the “record button (red circle)” (Fig. 1: 
F ). In this mode, vocal input sung by the user
is recorded and analyzed in real-time. The F0 trajectory is
estimated and displayed, and the detected vibrato sections
are highlighted by colored rectangular background.
The singing can be run simultaneously with the feedback
of the referential data, in the auditory modes of A (Solo) or
A (All), and/or visual mode of V (Solo).

4. Conclusion
This demonstration presented MiruSinger, a singing skill
visualization interface with real-time visual and auditory
feedback using music CD recordings as referential data.
Trial usage of the system suggests that it would be a useful
tool for average users, and that the system itself is entertaining and fun for the users. Remaining issues such as the
visualization of other features related to singing skills (other
than F0 trajectory and vibrato) are topics of future work.

2.3. Listening mode
Playback starts by clicking the “play button (blue triangle)” (Fig. 1: 
G ). In this mode, the user can listen to the
recorded vocal input sung by the user, or to the referential
data (resynthesized vocal signal or original CD recording),
while visual feedback displays the F0 and vibrato sections.
The feedback modes of A (Solo) or A (All), and V (Solo)
can be selected in this mode.
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Estimating the F0 trajectory of a particular part of an ensemble (either vocal or instrumental) is in general a difficult
task, and judging the existence of a vocal part (as opposed to
only instrumental parts) only adds on further difficulty. Our
current system is not complete in this respect. The human
listener, on the other hand, can easily recognize the existence of vocal parts, and can make simple corrections to a
certain extent (e.g. correcting an octave error is relatively
easy). So a practical solution is to provide facility for handcorrection of the obtained results. In the drawing mode, the
user can correct the F0 trajectory of the vocal-part working
interactively with a graphical interface.
When the feedback mode V (All) is selected, the “Score”
window shows the F0 of the vocal-part with red dots, and
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